Trade works for California. Tariffs don't.

Tariffs imposed by the United States are nothing more than a tax increase on American consumers and businesses, including manufacturers, farmers, and technology companies, who will be forced to pay more for commonly used products and materials.

Retaliatory tariffs imposed by the EU and China on U.S. exports will make American-made goods more expensive, resulting in lost sales and ultimately lost jobs here at home. This is the wrong approach, and it threatens to derail our nation's recent economic resurgence.

California Jobs Supported by Trade: 4,869,200
Total State Exports Threatened by New Tariffs: $13,419,637,231

Total Exports to China Threatened by New Tariffs: $13,036,230,892
1. Motor Vehicles With Only Electric Motor: $1,374,792,617
2. Phones For Cellular Networks Or For Other Wireless Network: $659,130,638
3. Passenger Vehicles, Over 3000 cc: $483,895,522

Total Exports to EU Threatened by New Tariffs: $383,406,339
1. Eye Make-up Preparations: $77,145,413
2. Nuts Of Iron Or Steel: $55,667,339
3. Women's Or Girls' Trousers Etc Not Knit, Cotton: $48,252,725

Visit www.TheWrongApproach.com to see the impact of new tariffs on all 50 U.S. states.